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In the present note, using the results in the previous paρer,υ we shall

prove the following existence theorem:

THEOREM. Let k be a finite field with q elements and K/k be a regular

extension of dimension one over k. Then, if q ^ 11 and the genus gK of K/k

is greater than one, there exists an unramiήed separable infinite solvable ex-

tension of K ivhich is regular over k:]

§ 1. The results in [1]

1.1. Let k be a finite field with q elements and K/k be a regular extension

of dimension one over k. Let L/k be an unramified separable normal extension

of K which is also regular over k. We denote by G(L/K) the galois group of

L/K. We denote by CL and Cκ non-singular complete models of K/k and L/k,

respectively, and denote by πLικ the trace mapping of CL onto CR. We denote

by JL(JK) and ψL(ψκ) the jacobian variety of Cfj(Cκ) and a canonical mapping

of CL(CK) into JL(JK), respectively, where we may assume that JL(JK) and

ΨL(ΨK) are also defined over k. We denote by KLIK the extension of τtLiκ which

is a homomorphism of JL onto Jκ such that πL/κ ° <TL = <fκ ° TZLIK 4- c with a

constant point c. After a suitable translation of <fκ, we assume that

(1) TZL K ° ΨL = <fκ ° KL!K.

We denote by Λ( , k) the subgroup of ^-rational points of a commutative

group variety A.

Each element sv of G(L/K) induces an automorphism {τ?/,(εv)} of ]L and
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* This note was prepared while the author was a Yukawa Fellow at Osaka University.
υ We shall refer this paper with [1].
2^ We mean by an infinite solvable extension a solvable extension of infinite degree.
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